
S U N C O A S T  C H A R T E R S  

JALUN BOOKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

When booking Jalun, guests agree to pay the applicable charges and to be bound by 

the following terms and conditions: 

 
Deposit: 50% of charter fee at the time of booking  

Balance due: 30 days prior to departure 

 

All payments made are non-refundable unless the yacht is re-let for the same or similar 

dates.  If the yacht is re-let, the monies will be refunded less a $100 administration fee. 

 

Cancellation outside of 30 days prior to departure: Guests are allowed to reschedule to 

other dates within a 12 month period. 

Once within the 30 days prior to departure, no refunds or date transfers allowed. 

 
If passengers elect not to travel due to weather conditions but charters are still operational, 

100% cancellation fee will apply.  

 

Changes to numbers permitted up to 14 days prior – subject to vessel capacity and other 

requirements fees may apply and will be quoted as required 

 

Due to the nature of marine activities, the return time to the island might be later than the 

published schedule due to weather or other unplanned events – no compensation will be 

given for late returns to island;  

The Captain of the vessel will determine a safe and pleasurable destination/anchorage on 

the day of charter dependent on weather conditions. Jalun crew cannot guarantee a 

requested/preferred destination will be possible on any given day;  

Outer reef charters only operate in winds up to 15 knots for passenger comfort. Should the 

skipper/management deem the weather unacceptable to run an outer reef charter, a 

suitable alternate location will be found for that charter on that day  

In the instance of extreme weather predictions Jalun will cancel any charters for the safety 

of its guests and crew. Should this occur Jalun will endeavour to provide an alternative 

charter/tour date or where an alternative date is not available provide a full refund 

Guests are not permitted to wear shoes on vessels;  

Guests must abide by any direction given by the Jalun Captain and crew for safety reasons 

All crew hold Responsible Service of Alcohol certification and have the right to refuse 

service to intoxicated guests 

Crew gratuities are customary but at the charterer’s discretion 
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Guests must use the Jalun vessel, its facilities, fixtures, fittings and furnishings and all 

equipment including recreational equipment with reasonable care. Guests are responsible 

for the cost of:  

a) making good any damage to the vessel or to its facilities, fixtures, fittings, furnishings and 

equipment caused or contributed to by the guest or other invitees/guests;  

b) replacing items which have been damaged and which are not economically able to be 

repaired, including replacing items of recreational equipment which are lost or damaged by 

guests or other invitees/guests;  

c) excessive or abnormal cleaning of the vessel occasioned by want of care, arising out of 

guests use of the vessel, its facilities etc;  

d) Damage due to failure to follow crew instructions or negligence 

 

Any outstanding accounts will be settled with the Captain, onboard and in cash prior to 

disembarkation. 

 

 

 


